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INTRODUCTION 
 
Our Endeavor 
 
What brings us together is a sense that we, and all people, can no longer afford to be bystanders in 
the lifecourse of our societies. We have become aware that the story of humankind has been 
unfolding in an upward spiral. Societies and cultures have become more complex, more powerful, 
and more rapidly changing. Perhaps it was inevitable that in the course of this journey we would 
experience simultaneously an expansion in the possibilities for personal evolution and an alienation 
from the natural world within our psyches, our bodies, and all around us. We have sensed this, 
and we know that today we have both the capability and the extreme need to create our futures, 
to engage in conscious evolution so that our individual lives, our lives together, and the life of the 
universe can advance toward an ever-richer horizon.  This is a time of convergence and 
consequence. What we must enact is coevolution; what we must learn is design. 
 
Coevolution: A Definition 
 
Coevolution means, in general, evolving together. Here I use the term to refer to a recursive and 
complementary evolution between individuals, the societies / cultures which they comprise, and 
the ecosphere within which all earthly life, human and otherwise, exists. This kind of coevolution 
might be termed “hierarchical coevolution.”   
 
Ervin Laszlo writes in The Age of Bifurcation (1993): 
 

“Through the process of evolutionary convergence new, higher level systems are created that 
selectively disregard many details of the dynamics of their subsystems and impose an internal 
constraint that forces the subsystems into a collective mode of functioning.”   

 
If society and culture are the higher-level systems and we are their subsystems, a selective 
disregard has indeed occurred.  If we are to live fulfilling lives, and if we are to survive at all, we 
need to recognize that society and culture are not autonomous entities but our collective creation, 
and our vehicle for exploration and discovery.  At this point in our journey we need to develop an 
evolutionary consciousness so that we can step out of the loop of cultural transmission and alter 
the framework in which we live and in which the next generation learns. We need to learn how to 
enact conscious evolution. Conscious coevolution, to be more specific. 
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Design as an Expression of Coevolution  
 
After Banathy (1996), I have embraced the following working definition of idealized design as my 
own: 
 

Design is a disciplined, creative, decision-oriented inquiry by which means the 
stakeholders of a system create that system which exhibits goodness of fit with their 
aspirations and the needs of the environment in which it is embedded. 

 
In recent months I have developed another, complementary working definition of idealized social 
systems design, which has been useful for communicating the essence of design to laypersons: 
 

A continuous act of creation which is (a) based on an ideal, in which (b) the designers 
are the stakeholders, and where (c) we begin by painting the largest possible picture on 
the largest possible canvas. 

 
I believe that we can interpret the “aspirations of stakeholders” as expressions of human 
fulfillment and the evolution of our lives. This includes a sense of community. And the 
“environment in which it is embedded” includes not only the social environment but the natural 
environment as well. Therefore it is easy for me to see design as a coevolutionary activity. Design 
is an inquiry by which means people can participate in coevolution and ensure its continuation. So 
many of our life processes occur within the context of various social systems  education, health 
care, governance, economics, justice, shared spirituality  all interpenetrating, all evolving, and all 
subject to design. Design may be the most powerful manifestation of, and vehicle for, coevolution. 
 

THE TRIGGERING QUESTIONS 
PART ONE: A GOOD SOCIETY AS A DEMOCRATIC AND SELF-EVOLVING SOCIETY 
 
What should be the markers representing the ideal image of a “Good Society,” which 
manifests a “Democratic Culture” and a “Cultural Democracy,” and is capable of guiding 
its own evolution and shaping its own future? 
 
Markers are core values and core ideas. In this paper I shall generally present these in pairs  one 
core idea matched with a corresponding core value.  In my follow-up paper I plan to organize 
these core ideas and values, along with others I may have adopted, into a coherent system which 
better presents an image.  
  
1 Democratic Culture defined 
 
Banathy defines a democratic culture as that which provides on-going learning opportunities and 
programs, methods, arrangements, resources and institutions that empower members of the 
culture to competently practice cultural democracy, participate in collective decision-making and 
give direction to their evolution. (p.446) 
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This definition is fully compatible with one which I developed prior to reading Banathy’s. I 
defined democratic culture as a process in which the values and beliefs which we learn and share 
are (a) brought to awareness, (b) consciously adopted, and (c) consciously evolved, by the self 
through others and by others through the self, i.e., in cooperation by those who share the culture. 
 
2 Cultural Democracy defined 
 
Banathy defines cultural democracy as an ideal way of life, shared by all members of the culture 
and put into practice as they engage in collective decision-making on issues that affect and interest 
them. (p.446) 
 
Before I read this definition, I had defined cultural democracy as a culture (a system of values and 
beliefs) which fully supports self-determination, co-creation, and evolution, where the individual’s 
freedom is developed and extended through the group and where the group’s freedom is 
developed and extended through the individual.  Again, these two definitions are fully compatible. 
 
3 What can we learn from others which will help us answer the first triggering  
 question? 
 
Mary Parker Follett’s The New State: 

In The New State, Follett does nothing less than redefine democracy and bring it to an intimate 
level.  Follett regards as false the democracy of a distant and formalized institution for decision-
making, the representative democracy.  She considers democracy to be a continual process of co-
creation and dialogue, in which the best solutions result from the integration of diversity: “Give 
me your difference,” she says.  (Note: page references are to the new ISI edition of TNS). 
 
Follett understands the principle of emergence, that 1+1=1.  This she contrasts with the accepted 
notion of compromise as the need to give up something in order to satisfy each. Rather, she says, 
people must integrate their interests to create a larger whole. This, of course, requires an 
openness to the unpredictable possibilities of emergence.   
 

Core Idea: When people come together to integrate their interests and are open to the 
emergence of a larger whole, each and all are best served.  
Core Value: In a democratic culture we seek to integrate diverse interests and create a 
larger whole, and we are open to the emergence of an unpredictable larger whole. 

 
Follett also feels that personal evolution requires group evolution. 
 

Core Idea:  The evolution of an individual is dependent to a large extent upon the 
evolution of their group. 
Core Value:  The individual who seeks to evolve must help his or her group evolve, and 
the group which wishes to evolve must help its members evolve.  
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Follett urges us to avoid both the “ruthlessness” of the majority and the “arrogance” of the 
minority through group discussion (p.121). Taken to a larger scale: 
 

Core Idea:  The principle of majority rule is authoritarian and non-creative, while 
deference to a minority isolates all from the group process. 
Core Value:  In a democratic culture we create the collective will through integration 
and emergence and not by seeking to outweigh each other’s wills. 

 
Follett says that “tolerance is intolerable” (p.203).  She means that “mere” tolerance is intolerable.  
 

Core Idea: If we only tolerate, we do not appreciate. 
Core Value: We must actively seek difference and appreciate it, not merely tolerate it. 

 
Follett expresses a different conception of equality, which we should draw from: 
 
“The group process shows us that we are equal from two points of view. First, I am equal to 
everyone else as one of the necessary members of the group; secondly, each of these essential 
parts is the tap from an infinite supply  in every man lives an infinite possibility...Of course I am 
not ‘as good as you’  it would be a pretty poor world if I were, that is if you were no better than 
I am.” (p.80)  
 

Core Idea: All people are equal as necessary members of a group and as having infinite 
possibility. 
Core Value: We value all people as necessary to the group and recognize that all have 
infinite possibility, but we do not treat equality  as “sameness.” 

 
Follett took an emergent systems view of the group, evinced by her Law of Interpenetration. An 
individual’s ideas are themselves a result of the interpenetration of ideas, and the creative power 
of the group is a result of  interpenetration: cross-catalytic relationships, a combining of parallels 
as well as differences, resulting in the continual emergence of new and richer forms. 
 

Core Idea:  It is only through the integration of diverse ideas, experiences, and 
perspectives that the richest synthesis can emerge. 
Core Value: We seek to integrate diverse ideas, experiences, and perspectives in a 
dynamic, recursive, and non-linear manner so that new and richer forms can emerge 
which will benefit each and all of us. 

 
Follett also recognized that in a society, we wear many hats: “No one group can enfold me, 
because of my multiple nature. But also no number of groups can enfold me.” (p.171)  We have 
many different functions.  Also, our nature has many different sides.  The only way we can 
develop fully is to explore a diversity of experiences.  I would add that the more complex the 
society, the more hats we wear.  This requires empathy and an identification of our interests with 
larger interests.  This Follett calls the Law of Multiples. 
 

Core Idea: Our natures and our roles in society are manifold. 
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Core Value: In a democratic culture we encourage the development of many sides of our 
natures and recognize that we all play manifold roles and have manifold, even conflicting, 
interests, all of which we must take into account during the group process. 

 
Follett takes an active view of freedom and liberty: “...liberty is not measured by the number of 
restraints we do not have, but by the number of spontaneous activities we do have.” 
 

Core Idea: We cannot measure liberty by counting restraints but by counting 
spontaneous activity. Liberty is an active principle, not a passive one. 
Core Value: A democratic culture will support liberty by supporting creative activity and 
ever-expanding possibilities.  

 
Follett believes in a continuously expanding system of groups: “Every group once become 
conscious of itself instinctively seeks other groups with which to unite to form a larger whole. 
Alone it cannot be effective.” (p.145) I would hasten to add that the Law of Multiples applies to 
groups as well as to individuals. This inspires in me an “out-reach” idea which I will express in 
Part II, Design Inquiry Program. 
 

Core Idea: As individual seeks individual to form a greater whole, groups seek groups to 
form a greater and effective whole. 
Core Value: A democratic culture should foster inter-group dialogue so that each and all 
can be most effective. 

 
“Stability is neither rigidity nor sterility: it is the perpetual power of bringing forth.”  Follett 
recognizes the need for “kayaking the stream” and creating our futures as the ideal approach to 
change in a changing world.  Again the emphasis is on creativity and evolution. In fact, she evokes 
conscious evolution several times. 
 

Core Idea: Stability is not achieved by resisting change and avoiding exploration but 
through managing change, exploring and creating. 
Core Value:  In a complex world the democratic culture thrives in an environment of 
change through activity, exploration, and creativity. 

 
Follett suggests that we not worship that which our predecessors created, but that we create 
ourselves. She would not look kindly upon the “Constitutionalism” that we hear so much of. 
 

Core Idea:  If we claim the ideals of our predecessors without enacting them, they 
remain symbolic and we cannot truly feel ownership in them, nor can we learn how to 
create new ideals. 
Core Value: In a designing democracy, we do not locate our ideals in what others have 
done and created before us but claim ownership in those by enacting those ideals or new 
ideals of our own creation. 
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This is echoed by Csikszentmihalyi (1993): “...the task of a good society is not to enshrine the 
creative solutions of the past into permanent institutions; it is, rather to make it possible for 
creativity to keep asserting itself.” (p.276) 
 
Follett has a view of rights which may be difficult for some to accept, but I think I may believe it. 
She writes: “Democracy has meant to many ‘natural’ rights, ‘liberty’ and ‘equality.’ The 
acceptance of the group principle defines for us in truer fashion those watchwords of the past. If 
my true self is the group-self, then my only rights are those which membership in a group gives 
me. The old idea of natural rights postulated the particularist individual; we know now that no 
such person exists....Thus, man can have no rights apart from society or independent of society or 
against society.(p.79)  In Part II I am going to illustrate this concept in the context of a 
contemporary controversial issue. 
 

Core Idea: Rights are what we create and exercise in a context of group; there are no 
“natural” individual rights. 
Core Value: In a democratic culture we value rights by creating them and exercising 
them in the context of our community. 

 
One last bit of inspiration that I will draw from Follett, and one which has forever altered my 
approach to positive change, is that the ultimate context for learning democracy is the 
neighborhood.  This I will discuss further in Part II, Design Inquiry. 
 
Bela H. Banathy’s Designing Social Systems in a Changing World 
 
Through this work, Banathy has presented us with the most comprehensive view of social systems 
design available today.  Most of his contribution, I believe, will be toward our Design Inquiry 
Program, and it is in Part II that this contribution will be reviewed.  However, the following core 
value / idea might summarize Banathy’s view: 
 

Core Idea: The growth of vision and wisdom has trailed the growth of technological 
power (for extending life span, for production and transportation, for communication, 
for war) in recent human history, resulting in major societal problems. 
Core Value: A Good Society engages and fosters the collective vision and wisdom of its 
members so that it can avoid destruction of self and others, enhance true quality of life, 
and continue on an evolutionary journey. 

 
I will draw one further pair of ideas/values at this point. In “Approaches to Design Evaluation,” 
Banathy introduces (p.389-90) the nine conditions of a social system proposed by Churchman 
which could be used to test the “systemness” of design solutions. Without re-stating all of these, I 
conclude from this that design, particularly a design culture / design complex / designing system, 
itself qualifies as a social system on par with other essential human activity systems such as 
education, health care, governance, justice, and organized spirituality. Yet it is a unique social 
system, a meta social system, because of its evolutionary function and transcendence.  
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Core Idea: A designing system of a community itself meets the conditions of being a 
“social system.” 
Core Value: In a designing democracy, design has a valued place as a human activity / 
social system as essential as education, community health, and economy. 

 
Philip Slater’s A Dream Deferred 
 
Slater’s main effort appears to be to illustrate that authoritarianism has been the rule throughout 
history, and has penetrated far into the modern age even in our own republic. In gender relations, 
in the family, in educational institutions, in the media, in the corporation, in government, in 
militarism, and a culture of secrecy, democracy is kept at bay.  Yet in spite of this penetration, 
Slater says, democracy is made necessary, perhaps inevitable, because of the evolution of our 
civilization.  
 
I found particularly interesting the hypothesis that the myth of the “lone ranger” fighting the great 
powers of oppression is maintained because it keeps people from working together, which would 
pose a more real threat.  I have seen evidence of a fear of democracy in other sources as well. 
 
Democracy, says Slater, is the only form of governance which can release the kind of creativity 
and energy that is needed to face the complexity of today’s world. Without it, we will not be able 
to survive.  And it is not only in “government” that democracy must manifest itself. Every social 
context, from school to the workplace to the mass media, must become a place of democracy.  Of 
course, Slater has been very much influenced by Follett’s ideas, and he makes this clear. 
 

Core Idea:  Of all political forms, democracy makes possible the greatest creativity, 
flexibility, and capacity to adapt. 
Core Value:  We should create democratic institutions for the sake of survival as well as 
evolution. 
 
Core Idea: Democracy is inevitable and is necessary to the continuing evolution of 
society. 
Core Value: If we intend to create a society which is capable of guiding its own 
evolution, then we should make democracy its central pillar. 

 
Slater articulates a number of “Avenues toward Self-Creating Coherence.” These include 
demilitarizing, containing greed, providing a future, promoting sexual equality, freeing our 
imaginations, opening communication, and freeing ourselves.  Each of these can be articulated as 
core values and core ideas. 
 

Core Idea:  The creative task presented by conflict is to find a way to utilize opposition 
productively. (p.184)  (Note: This closely parallels Follett’s view that war, not peace, is 
the easy way out). 
Core Value: Conflict should be viewed as an opportunity for creativity and not avoided 
and wasted through war. 
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Core Idea: A culture which fosters extremes of wealth and poverty reduces the life 
quality and the self-determination of all people. 
Core Value: A viable democratic society needs a ceiling and a floor with regard to the 
distribution of wealth and assets. (p.185) 
 
Core Idea:  It is in its treatment of children that a democracy stands or falls. (p.186)  
Core Value:  We must invest in education if we are to create democracy. 
 
Core Idea: Authoritarianism depends heavily on the oppression and subordination of 
women (p.186). Any and all efforts to redefine traditional gender relationships will have 
a profoundly democratizing impact on our society. (p.187) 
Core Value: A democratic culture recognizes the equal value and necessity, and 
complementary nature, of both sexes.  
 
Core Idea: The transformation of consciousness, including the creation of new myths, 
images, and metaphors, is necessary for us to transcend authoritarianism. 
Core Value: A democratic culture should continually encourage the creation of new 
images, myths, and metaphors so that it can guide its own evolution and shape its own 
future through the vision of its members.  
 
Core Idea:  Democracy depends on an informed populace, on free and open 
communication. (p.187)  Secrets are not supportive of democracy.  
Core Value: A democratic culture requires trust, open communication and a free flow of 
information. 
 
Core Idea:  A fully democratic society demands fully democratic individuals. (p.188) 
Internal coherence and harmony supports external coherence and harmony. 
Core Value: A democratic culture (and Good Society) supports intrapersonal harmony 
and creativity as well as interpersonal and transpersonal harmony and creativity. 

 
 
Robert Bellah et al, The Good Society 
 
Bellah et al give us an exhaustive study of the yearning for community and prospects for 
restoration of life to the institutions of our society including family, government, education, and 
spirituality.  Overwhelming complexity and an outgrown system outpace our understanding and 
our needs. We must find ways to allow people to focus their attentional energy, in the home, in 
the economy, and in society as  a whole.  “Individual frustration and collective distraction are the 
contradictory outcomes of the unlimited pursuit of individual purposes.” (p.270)  
 
Such an effort must affect the entire society, so that various aspects of our lives stop competing 
with each other.  
 
“The public lives through those institutions that cultivate a constituency of conscience and vision.  
This constituency is the creative matrix from which city, state, and national leaders can arise; its 
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task: to make the interdependency of modern life locally comprehensible so that responsible action 
is possible.” (p.271) 
 
A local focus may be the key, the place where we learn and can build from: 
 
“Weighing the moral implications of different opinions is what is fundamental. Here the citizen 
who has learned to pay attention in the family and the local community can generalize the larger 
issues.  When the family is the school of democracy and the school is a democratic community, 
then the beginnings of such wisdom have already been learned.” (p.272) 
 
Another insight reminiscent of the last core idea/value I listed above from Follett is implied in the 
following statement: “Institutionalization is always problematic...socially organized ways of 
paying attention can become socially organized ways of distraction.” (p.285) This is another 
reason why we must always create and enact anew, rather than rest on the laurels of our 
predecessors.  
 
Two specific principles articulated in The Good Society impressed me the most.  One is the 
principle of generativity: the care that one generation gives to the next. 
 

Core Idea:  Our actions will have consequences for many generations to follow. 
Core Value:  A Good Society includes in its designs and actions the generations that will 
follow us, seeking both to minimize costs to them and to maximize opportunities for 
them. (p.273-4) 

 
The second principle I will draw from is the principle of subsidiarity: power should devolve on 
the most local level at which decisions can reasonably be made, with the function of the larger unit 
being to support and assist the local body in carrying out its tasks. (p.135) 
 

Core Value: In a democratic culture, power should devolve (but I would say evolve) on 
the most local level at which decisions can reasonably be made (given wider systemic 
influences), and the larger unit should function to support and assist the local group in 
carrying out its tasks. 

 
I also feel that we can infer a new and better idea of justice with the help of some of those Bellah 
draws on. First, “Justice is first and foremost a virtue...” (from Catholic social teachings, p.282). 
Then from theologian H. Richard Niebuhr (p.283), three elements of responsibility:  
1. action is a response to action upon us  (from nature, other human beings, and ultimate reality);  
2. we must interpret what is happening, especially the intentions of people we are dealing with;  
3. our actions occur in contexts that are already patterned and partake of an element of social 

solidarity, in a continuing community of agents.   
 
This is actually something which I’ve believed and held for several years: 
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Core Idea: Justice is not vengeance or punishment but a completeness and a growth 
which is felt by all of those involved in a given relationship, whether that relationship has 
a positive or a negative origin. Justice is a way of life, not a special action. 
Core Value: In a Good Society we consider justice to be a way of life and a positive 
action, and we enact it by taking complementary actions which positively affect all 
people involved in a just or unjust relationship. 

 
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s The Evolving Self 
 
To Csikszentmihalyi, a Good Society is one which supports increasing complexity, which means 
both differentiation and integration. We need an increase in freedom as well as an increase in 
brotherhood. “Freedom without responsibility is destructive, unity without individual initiative 
stifling, and equality that does not recognize differences is stifling.” (p.269) 
 
Csikszentmihalyi states explicitly: “A good society is one that helps each individual develop his or 
her genetic potential to its fullest. It provides opportunity for action to everyone...It does not bar 
anyone from doing what he or she does best, and guides everyone to discover what that is. A 
good society makes it possible for each person to develop the skills necessary to experience flow 
in socially productive activities. At the same time, it guards against anyone’s exploiting the 
psychic energy of another person for his or her own advantage...Each person is free to develop a 
self to the utmost level of its potential complexity, but not to curtail another person’s freedom to 
do so.”  
 
Core Values:   
 

A Good Society helps each individual develop his or her genetic potential to its fullest, 
helping everyone to discover what he or she does best and allowing them to do it. 
 
A Good Society supports the experience of flow, or full engagement in optimally 
challenging activity, in socially productive activities. 
 
A Good Society guards against the exploitation of psychic energy. 
 
A Good Society supports the development of individuals’ complexity to an utmost level 
but not at the expense of others’ freedom to do so. 

 
But this is not enough. A social system, if it is to assist evolution, goes beyond the needs of 
individual human beings. It must recognize ecological balance and how it affects the complexity of 
our entire world. 
 

A Good Society promotes complexity on an ecological level as well as on an individual 
one, which requires the protection of biodiversity and the ecosystems within which we 
live. 

 
Aleco Christakis’ Learning About the CogniScope System Approach 
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Democracy (“power of the people”) is not enough by itself. We also need demosophia (“wisdom 
of the people”).  “Discovering the wisdom of the people is necessary if the people are expected to 
exercise their power.” (p.8)  How is this done? Through dialogue.  
 
Design, therefore, involves a shift from an individual-centered conception of knowledge to a 
socially-based one. “Knowledge and understanding...arise from the individual’s committed 
participation in mutually-organized patterns of behavior that are embedded in a socially-shared 
background of concerns, actions, and beliefs.” (p.19) 
 
Design conversation requires a mutual interaction process leading to interlocked patterns of 
behavior forming a consensual domain...“The concept of an ‘objectivity knowledgeable expert’ 
must be replaced with the recognition of the importance of building consensual linguistic domain 
among the members of a community of stakeholders.” (p.17) Here, linguistic refers to language 
as a form of human social interaction in which talk and action are not really separate.  This is the 
foundation for the CogniScope process, which will be discussed in Part II. 
 

Core Idea:  It is not sufficient merely for the people to have power; they must exercise 
wisdom as well, and this can best be released through dialogue. 
 
Core Value: In a designing democracy, dialogue is held to be of high value among young 
and old, and we seek new ways to handle complexity through dialogue. 

 
Marvin Weisbord’s Discovering Common Ground  
 
I will address the future search conference method further under Design Inquiry Program options.  
There are, however, certain philosophical foundations for the future search which represent values 
and ideas related to a democratic culture and a Good Society in general.   
 
Most important of these, I think, is expressed here by Angus, Frank, and Rehm, three of the 
future search practitioners.  Weisbord displays one of their principles on page 13: “We believe the 
real world is knowable to ordinary people and their knowledge can be collectively and 
meaningfully organized. I fact, ordinary people are an extraordinary source of information about 
the real world.” 
 
I find a parallel in Follett: “We may be heartened by our sojourns on Sinai, but no man may live 
his life in the clouds. And what does pragmatism mean if not just this? We can only, as James told 
us again and again, understand the collective and distributive by living. Life is the true revealer...” 
(p.154) 
 

Core Idea: The real world is knowable to ordinary people and their knowledge can be 
collectively and meaningfully organized. 
Core Value: In a democracy we trust ordinary, every day experience to be the richest 
source of knowledge from which to create our images of the future. (But the richer that 
ordinary experience, the richer our images may become.) 
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Other premises of Weisbord’s future search methodology are stated below as core ideas, followed 
by a matching proposed core value. 
 

Core Idea and Value: Finding common ground must sometimes take precedence over 
conflict resolution (but conflict is not to be ignored, either  see Slater above.) 
 
Core Idea: The greatest possible proportion, and breadth, of a given system must be 
present in the search for common ground and new visions which can be shared. 
Core Value: In a democratic culture we seek the contribution of the greatest possible 
cross-section as well as proportion of a community in our search for common ground 
and new visions. 
 
Core Idea: People need no special training in order to find common ground and create 
new visions to be shared. 

 
Nicholas Maxwell’s From Knowledge to Wisdom 
 
I wish to draw one bit of insight from this work which echoes the ideals of Follett.  Maxwell 
refutes the notion that individual freedom and cooperativeness are at odds with one another.  
They are, in fact, mutually interdependent. While cooperation between individuals depends on 
individual freedom, the freedom of individuals depends on cooperation between individuals.  
“First, in our crowded, complex and interdependent world, without cooperation, freedom of 
individuals will collide...Second, our individual freedom depends on our capacity to realize what is 
of value in life.  Much that is desirable and of value in life  such as friendship and love  is itself 
cooperativeness going on between people of various kinds.” (p.198)  He goes on to say that “The 
freedom to cooperate, one might almost say, is the freedom. In a world in which mutual 
cooperation and good will can be taken for granted, individual freedom is vastly enhanced for all 
of us, in all sorts of ways.” (p.199) 
 

Core Idea: Cooperation is essential to individual freedom, and vice-versa. 
Core Value: In a Good Society, cooperation is valued for enhancing individual freedom 
as well as group freedom. 

 
Matthew Shapiro’s One Nature 
 
I would like to draw upon my own book One Nature (1994), particularly the Theory of Natural 
Culture which comprises the bulk of the work.  This work has served as the theoretical foundation 
for Coevolution Southern Idaho, and it has been the closest thing to an “image” of a Good 
Society that I have been working from.   
 
I will first draw markers from my review of elements and descriptors of individual fulfillment. This 
will provide a good physical-psychological complement to most of the other markers that I’ve 
drawn from our group’s sources.  In this regard, they are closer to Csikszentmihalyi’s. 
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The Good Society ensures that 
 
 every human being has basic needs met (including at least food, shelter, clothing, respite, and 

nurturance); 
 intrinsic motivation (characterized by self-determination and effectance) provides the 

energization and direction for as much behavior as possible, with socially-directed extrinsic 
motivations internalized to the level of self-determination with a minimal amount remaining at 
the higher levels of external control, introjection (internalized conflict / control), or mere 
identification, for inappropriate duration; 

 wisdom is maintained and elaborated from youth to old age, wisdom being characterized by 
(among other things) an integration of cognition and feeling, the transcending of both 
absolutism and relativism, post-formal dialectical reasoning, a balance between knowing and 
doubting;  

 the individual is free to develop himself or herself as defined both internally and in social 
context, the latter being equivalent to freedom to reach the cultural ideal; 

 the individual feels like an integral part of a long-lived group which deserves his or her loyalty 
by meeting his or her need for protection, socialization, and affect; 

 aesthetic expression and stimulation is supported and available. 
 
After reviewing a diverse body of literature and identifying a three-way relationship between 
nature (as natural environment and biology), culture, and individual fulfillment, I reached the 
following thirteen major conclusions about the markers of a culture most supportive of human 
fulfillment: 
 

Culture must not isolate the aspects of the self  (such as cognition and emotion, mind and 
body). 
 
Supportive culture must prevent people from dwelling in extremes of any kind. 
 
Culture must allow a physical environment which is amenable to the human psyche and 
senses. 
 
Culture must not pour in information nor lock it out, but allow it to seep in coherently 
and contextually. 
 
Culture must encourage people to teach themselves and to be themselves. 
 
Culture must bring people together, not divide them.  Culture must allow people to self-
differentiate, and not categorize them. 
 
Culture must minimize the barriers between people's own consciousness and the larger 
nature of which they are a part.  Culture must not build barriers between people and 
nature via artificial distinctions. 
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Culture must help people deal with crises.  But culture must also maintain challenge, and 
not seek to end it. 
 
Culture must make sure that a group's goals and the individual's goals are compatible. 
 
Culture must provide critical knowledge not by trying to provide all of the answers but 
by encouraging questions. 
 
Culture must provide the tools for its own criticism to make sure that it remains 
responsive to human nature and in balance with other systems in the ecosphere. (co-
evolutionary consciousness and conscious evolution; design) 
 
Culture must provide continuity without rigidity. 
 
Culture must provide a journey, not a travail. (mythos) 

 
Additional Core Values and Ideas 
 
I believe I can trace the inspiration for this set of core idea / value to Follett, but I can’t cite a 
specific passage at this time.  
 

Core Idea: Our ability to evolve as an individual and as a group will be limited if our 
counter-parts are not at least as empowered in dialogue and co-creation as we are. 
Core Value: In a democratic culture, person teaches person, group teaches group, and 
society teaches society so that each and all can become empowered. 

 
This pair of core idea / value has been a part of my thinking for some time. It will affect the 
definition of morality below. 
 

Core Idea: An increase in human options leads to greater flexibility and avenues for 
exploration and growth, which benefits both the individual and the group. 
Core Value: In a Good Society, progress is always signified by an increase in human 
options. 

 
Redefining the Vocabulary of Democracy 
 
Throughout our development of an image of a Good Society, democratic culture, and cultural 
democracy, I believe that we will find a need for the re-interpretation and redefinition of a number 
of key words.  For me, this list of words includes democracy, morality, leadership, power, justice, 
and rights.  Earlier I introduced a definition of justice which I feel more comfortable with, and 
with Follett’s help we addressed rights.  Here, I briefly discuss redefinitions of democracy, 
morality, leadership, and power. 
 
1 Democracy 
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Largely due to the influence of Follett upon my thoughts, I have developed the following 
definition of democracy: a recursive shifting between the interpersonal and the transpersonal.   
 
Democracy reflects differentiation and integration, complexification and simplification.  Thus, it is 
an evolutionary process.  It is, furthermore, a form of hierarchical coevolution in that it sees the 
emergence of supra-system (culture, transpersonal) through sub-systems (people, interpersonal) 
and the emergence of sub-systems (people) through supra-system (culture).  
 
Does “personal” have a place here?  Only in the sense that there can be no inter-personal without 
the personal.  But without the communication that binds us, the personal has no impact on 
democracy and, further, can not be affected by the transpersonal as it comes around to touch our 
lives (presumably for the better). 
 

Core Idea:  Democracy is a recursive shifting between the interpersonal and the 
transpersonal. 

 
How useful this will turn out to be for us, I don’t know. 
 
2 Morality 
 
A marker above states that in a Good Society, progress is always signified by an increase in 
human options (and therefore, never by a decrease in human options).  This will have an influence 
on how we conceptualize and promote morality.  For example, one might attempt to reduce 
teenage pregnancy by demonstrating to youth the loss of options from early parenthood rather 
than by placing sanctimonious prohibitions on sexual behavior.  In addition to replacing an 
extrinsic motivation with an intrinsic one, we thereby shift the nature of morality.   
 
Follett makes this related point: “We are some time truly to see our life as positive, not negative, 
and made up of continuous willing, not of restraints and prohibition. Morality is not the refraining 
from doing certain things  it is a constructive force.” (p.31, ISI edition New State) 
 
Csikszentmihalyi (1993): “If we are to direct evolution toward greater complexity, we have to 
find an appropriate moral code to guide our choices. It should be inspired by the future rather 
than the past; it should specify right as being the unfolding of the maximum individual potential 
joined with the achievement of the greatest social and environmental harmony.” (p.162) 
 

Core Idea:  Morality is a constructive force which specifies right as the unfolding of the 
maximum individual potential joined with the achievement of the greatest social and 
environmental harmony. 
 
Core Value:  In a Good Society morality is held to be a constructive force which 
specifies right as the unfolding of the maximum individual potential joined with the 
achievement of the greatest social and environmental harmony. 
 

3 Leadership 
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Banathy (1996) seeks to replace the notion of leadership with that of stewardship. However, we 
can as well redefine leadership to mean stewardship.  Follett does this well in Chapter XXV of 
The New State.  She states that American democracy has always been afraid of leadership, and 
perhaps rightly so when leadership is defined in the conventional sense. 
 
At the local level, leadership can and should be situational:  
 
“We hope through local group organization to evolve real leaders. There should be in a 
democracy some sort of regular and ceaseless process by which ability of all sorts should 
come to the top, and flexibility in our forms so that new ability can always find its 
greatest point of usefulness, and so that service which is no longer useful can be replaced 
by that which is. In neighborhood groups where we have different alignments on different 
questions, there will be a tendency for those to lead at any particular moment who are 
most competent to lead in the particular matter in hand.” 
 
Leadership should always emerge from within:  
 
“The leader guides the group and is at the same time himself guided by the group, is 
always a part of the group. No one can truly lead except from within. One danger of 
conceiving the leader as outside is that then what ought to be group loyalty will become 
personal loyalty. When we have a leader within the group these two loyalties can merge.” 
  
Leaders are stewards, not masters or drivers: 
 
“...the leader of our neighborhood group must interpret our experience to us, must see all 
the different points of view which underlie our daily activities and also their connections, 
must adjust the varying and often conflicting needs, must lead the group to an 
understanding of its needs and to a unification of its purpose. He must give form to things 
vague, things latent, to mere tendencies. He must be able to lead us to wise decisions, not 
to impose his own wise decisions upon us. We need leaders, not masters or drivers.” 
 
Leadership is Integrating: 
 
“The power of leadership is the power of integrating. This is the power which creates 
community...other hostesses have the power of making you all feel for the moment 
related, as if you were one little community for the time being. This is a subtle as well as 
a valuable gift.” 
 
Leadership is Expressive of the Group and Releases Its Energy: 
 
“The skillful leader then does not rely on personal force; he controls his group not by 
dominating but by expressing it. He stimulates what is best in us; he unifies and 
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concentrates what we feel only gropingly and scatteringly, but he never gets away from 
the current of which we and he are both an integral part. He is a leader who gives form to 
the inchoate energy in every man. The person who influences me most is not he who does 
great deeds but he who makes me feel I can do great deeds...The community leader is he 
who can liberate the greatest amount of energy in his community. 
  
 
Democracy and Leadership (as Stewardship) are Brothers: 
 
“Democracy does not tend to suppress leadership as is often stated; it is the only 
organization of society which will bring out leadership. As soon as we are given 
opportunities for the release of the energy there is in us, heroes and leaders will arise 
among us.” 

 
Core Idea:  The leader is a steward, integrating, expressing, and releasing the energy of 
his or her group. 
Core Value: In a democratic culture we value leadership as stewardship, recognizing and 
supporting those who integrate, express, and release the collective energy of the group. 

 
4 Power 
 
From Follett and other general inspirations: 
 

Core Idea: Power is the freedom to relate, and the ability to foster one’s own and others’ 
evolution.  As such it cannot be granted, only grown. 
Core Value: In a democratic culture, we consider power to be a freedom to relate, and 
to foster evolution, and we seek to increase the power of all at the expense of none.  
 
Core Idea: Power as the ability to foster evolution is not a limited commodity and is not 
fungible (transferable).  The creation of power for one does not mean that power is taken 
away from someone else. 
Core Value: In a democratic culture, power is considered to be an ability to foster co-
creation and evolution which has no limits and can be increased for all and by all. 

 
 

PART TWO: DESIGN INQUIRY PROGRAM OPTIONS 
 
What are Design Inquiry Program options which, if persons adopted and learned how to 
use them, would empower them in the process of designing the ideal societal state? 
 
What can we draw from others in order to help us answer this question? 
 
I    THE NEED FOR DESIGN 
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Banathy (1996) does an excellent job of describing the theoretical and practical work of previous 
decades leading to the state of the art in idealized social systems design. He leads us through the 
three generations of design inquiry, from expert-driven design with no stakeholder input to the 
expert designer who seeks the input of stakeholders to the age of the user-designer. However, I 
would like to provide an even greater context and support for design inquiry with the help of the 
coevolution principle (Shapiro, 1994) and two writers whose work I recently reviewed, Robert 
Crosby and Nicholas Maxwell. 
 
The Coevolution Principle 
 
As I noted in the beginning of this paper, I use the term coevolution to refer to the hierarchical 
coevolution between individual, culture/society, and ecosphere.  In practical terms, it means 
people participating in the evolution of their culture at the community level so that it becomes 
more supportive of the process of individual fulfillment (which includes group) and a sustainable 
relationship with the environment.  The following is a larger perspective on why coevolution is 
needed today.  It is drawn largely from One Nature (1994).  
 
Societies evolve in response to many things, including economic factors, conflicts, technology, 
and ideas with sources both internal and external. Cultures, the means by which societies replicate 
themselves in a process which begins even before we are born, also evolve in response to 
numerous factors. To a large extent society and culture can evolve without regard to the 
evolution and fulfillment of its constituents (see Introduction: Laszlo).  While the search for 
individual fulfillment and meaning is to some extent at the roots of many of the economic, 
technological, and conflict pressures for change, the link has become so attenuated, time and time 
again throughout history, that the result of the change has often worked against individual 
fulfillment. The toll can be measured in the lives that were spent and lost, without a chance to 
participate in life as a personal journey, let alone in a larger, collective journey.  
 
Knowing something about how systems evolve and realizing what has been happening leads us to 
a second purpose, the first being to fulfill our natures.  If society and culture can evolve without 
regard to the evolution of its constituents, if it is well-intentioned but blind to its own limitations, 
then we can do better. It is up to individuals to participate in the evolution of their society and 
culture so that it becomes more supportive of the process of human fulfillment. This is at the heart 
of our collaborative nature, the deepest part of our role in society, yet it has been left to the 
occasional loyal rebel (term from Eric Erikson) to carry.  Whether those few voices and actors 
could make a difference among the profusion of other factors driving societal evolution depends 
on the circumstances and the people involved, but generally we can say that it has not been 
enough. It is not enough today. We must all now take this responsibility to heart. 
 
In terms of general evolutionary theory, the ecosphere of this planet could be the most complex 
system in the known universe, because it includes within it more hierarchies of systems than 
anything else: atmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrial environments which incorporate species of 
plants and animals, one of which is humanity. Humanity encompasses societies encompassing any 
number of sub-groups encompassing individual organisms encompassing chemical processes 
encompassing physical processes and the very subatomic particles and forces that comprise the 
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universe.  Humanity’s own complexity notwithstanding, it itself is clearly part of a much larger 
system. And over time it has become two things, among others: powerful in relation to the other 
elements of the ecosphere, and self-threatening because of the blind application of its power. But 
as with our insight into the evolution of systems, we have also gained insight into the nature of 
this balance. Therein lies our third purpose: to maintain the balance between humanity, human 
activities, and the other elements of the ecosphere. All of the elements are interdependent. 
 
To summarize the principle behind Coevolution, we can state the following: that nature, culture, 
and individual evolve together. That it is in our natures to live a fulfilling way of life, and although 
the nature of that process will vary from person to person and from culture to culture, there are 
certain universal elements and descriptors. That culture and society will not automatically evolve 
to forms which are more supportive of this nature. And that we must maintain a balance between 
human activities (on both gross and local levels) and other systems of the planet so that the 
viability of all its systems can be maintained and extended. 
 
Robert Crosby:  Sufficient Evolution the Best Way 
 
Out of a concern for our response to today’s major global challenges, Crosby (1989) compares 
potential routes for human evolution, natural human evolution being inadequate.  He considers 
natural biological, artificial biological, an evolution of human consciousness, an evolution to a 
utopian state, and a kind of social evolution Crosby calls “sufficient evolution.” The criteria he 
uses are timeliness, collectivity, co-evolution (with ecosystems), and legitimization.   
 
Timeliness calls for being able to act within a time frame short enough to avoid global catastrophe 
due to nuclear, environmental and population threats. Crosby proposes a target time of three 
generations, or about 60 years.  Collectivity involves massive collective action, since the situation 
in which we find ourselves is the consequence of massive collective action.  Co-evolution is 
referred to as simultaneous evolution of our species with its environment, preserving the long-
term viability of the whole.  Legitimization requires plausibility, the creation of new institutions, 
values, and codes, and a new body of myth based upon scientific knowledge. 
 
I would like to focus on what Crosby says with regard to collectivity and its relevance to the 
creation of a designing democracy. 
 
Since “the situation we find ourselves in” was created through massive collective action, evolution 
must be also be informed by massive collective action.  Crosby cites the untenability of the myth 
of individual goodness triumphing over evil, even in a highly organized society.  This reminds me 
of Slater’s “divide and conquer” hypothesis, where the myth of the solitary crusader is 
perpetuated in order to preserve authoritarian rule. No, says Crosby, “It is only through collective 
action, i.e., by organizing, that individuals can hope to interface effectively with the levels of 
society where substantial collective power resides.” (p.37) A second reason why individual action 
is insufficient is that “no matter how well-intentioned or rationally self-interested it is, the 
interactions with other individuals can lead to consequences desired by none of them...If 
unwanted consequences are to be avoided, individual action must be informed by a higher 
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hierarchical level, for only that level can provide the necessary global objective and the guidance 
away from catastrophe and toward viability.” (p.37) That higher hierarchical level is the group. 
 
The only route to human evolution which meets all of Crosby’s evaluative criteria is “sufficient 
evolution...an evolution that would seek no nirvana...A sufficient evolution would accept that the 
world is a very messy, non-optimal place and will continue to be so.” A sufficient evolution would 
focus on process. “Any state that provides for a continuing evolution would be satisfactory.” 
(p.45) 
This meets the condition of collectivity “because it is a social evolution. It recognizes that a 
society is shaped by its citizens, and that in turn society is the framework within which individuals 
define themselves. This iterative feedback process constitutes the framework for autocatalytic 
processes from which the identity of a society and its citizens emerge, and from which collective 
consciousness, will, knowledge, and power are created.” (p.48) 
 
Design Inquiry, a collective, systemic, and continuous endeavor, is very well-suited to supporting 
“sufficient evolution.” 
 
Nicholas Maxwell: Social Inquiry, Not Social Science 
 
Maxwell, a philosopher, advocates a shift from a philosophy of knowledge to a philosophy of 
wisdom, the latter being the capacity to realize what is of value in life.  In a 1992 article entitled 
“What Kind of Inquiry Can Best Help Us Create a Good World”, he writes “To give intellectual 
priority to the task of articulating our problems of living, proposing and critically assessing 
cooperative solution.” Maxwell feels that it was a gross mistake to classify social inquiry as 
science with its aim to improve knowledge of the social world, instead of as social methodology 
or philosophy. “This mistake is perhaps the central intellectual disaster behind our twentieth-
century human disasters: It is this, above all, that has subverted our capacity to make progress 
toward a more enlightened world. If, from the eighteenth-century onward, social inquiry had been 
developed, not as science but as social methodology, designed to help us put into practice in life 
appropriately generated versions of the progress-achieving methodology of natural science, 
human progress toward enlightenment might have proceeded in step with progress in science and 
technology.” (p.218) 
 
Maxwell recognizes the need for creating images and models: “Being able to imagine possible 
actions can enormously increase our rational problem-solving power  if only because of the 
advantages to be accrued from trying out diverse actions in our imagination only and not in the 
real world.  Our capacity to acquire knowledge encapsulated in language is but a development of 
our more fundamental capacity to act, and to imagine action, more or less successfully in the 
world.” (p.220)  This is reminiscent of the basis of Christakis’ consensual domain.  
 
According to the philosophy of wisdom, reason consists of interrelating action, experience, 
feeling, desire, aim, imagination, knowledge, and doubt in a way that give us the best chances, 
other things being equal, of realizing what is of value.” p.221   
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Maxwell knows that the optimal context for such organized inquiry is face-to-face groups, but “A 
tribal meeting of humanity...it not a logistical possibility.  Philosophy-of-wisdom inquiry can be 
construed to be an institutional substitute for such a meeting.”  Just as demosophia may represent 
an institutional substitute for such a meeting? 
 
In order for us to create a philosophy of wisdom, Maxwell calls for dramatic change in the way 
social inquiry and natural science are interrelated. Social inquiry, Maxwell feels, should be 
intellectually the more fundamental of the two.  In education, Maxwell proposes “seminars 
devoted to the cooperative, imaginative and critical exploration of problems of living need to be 
put at the heart of all education, from that of five-year-olds onward.”  Mathematics should be 
“concerned to develop, systematize, and unify problem-solving methods and to explore  to help 
us see  problematic possibilities.”  History needs to bring relevant past problems, successes, and 
failures to aid in the tackling of present problems.  Literature should help us enter imaginatively 
into the problems and lives of others.  Psychology “needs to be pursued as an extension of 
literature, promoting empathetic, person-to-person understanding in the real world  a kind of 
understanding that is so essential for cooperative action.” (p.224-25) 
 
Maxwell’s reference to social inquiry as distinguished from science resonates with Banathy’s 
distinction between the great human inquiries of science, humanities, and design. Our Design 
Inquiry Options will reflect well the concept of a philosophy, and practice, of wisdom. 
 
 
II    DESIGN INQUIRY OPTIONS 
 
1 Social Systems Design 
 
We owe a great deal to Churchman, Ackoff, Checkland and others for laying the groundwork for 
our current conception of design, and Banathy brings it all together in a strong vision for design 
inquiry.  In addition to the reason for, philosophy of, and ethics of design, Banathy’s work is 
devoted to the articulation of Design Inquiry Program options. The following are summaries of 
the key elements of such options which, I believe, would empower people in the process of 
designing the ideal societal state. While these are discussed throughout Designing Social Systems 
in a Changing World, a good summary can be found on pp. 456-7. 
 
Transcendence  Designing the ideal societal state will require transcending what exists now, 
“leaping out,” thinking in a new way, and forming a new view of the world. 
 
Vision and Image-Creation Designing the ideal societal state will require the creation of ideal 
visions and the elaboration of these into images with core values and ideas. 
 
Disciplined Inquiry Designing the ideal societal state benefits from a disciplined inquiry of 
design which is manifest in action, a commencement with the transformation of the society. 
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Genuinely Participative An authentic and sustainable design for an ideal societal state must 
be the co-creation of people from all segments of the society and must draw upon their individual 
and collective intelligence, aspirations, and creativity. 
 
Designing Design The design inquiry itself must be designed in as genuine and disciplined a 
manner as the societal design. So must the various designing systems that will have to be 
established at the various societal levels (from neighborhoods to research centers to high 
government.)  
 
Design Culture and Evolutionary Competence The development of a design culture and 
evolutionary competence is required in order for design to occur. This will require the 
development of resources, opportunities and arrangements for design and evolutionary learning in 
formal and informal education systems. 
 
A Continuous Venture  Design inquiry is ideal-pursuing, ethical, and engages both our self-
reflective and creating consciousness. It must draw upon multiple perspectives and must be a 
never-ending continuous societal venture. 
 
Information Networks  The design inquiry will require the use of existing and emerging 
information / knowledge technologies and cyber-networks in support of inter-group, inter-system, 
intra-system, and trans-level communication. 
 
The Process of Design 
 
The essence of design is to transcend the current state, envision the desired state, and transform 
or bring about the new system.  We begin with a vision, elaborate it with our core values and core 
ideas into an image, and use this image as the guiding spirit for the design.  We create a core 
definition from this image.  We begin a description of the system through the development of 
system specifications which will respond to the core definition.  We may then develop functions 
for the system: what it will do to carry out the specifications and respond to the core definition.  
Then we then design the enabling system: what kind of system can enable the system being 
designed to function?  Here we look both to the management of the system and to the systemic 
environment in which it is embedded.  All the while we are constructing a model of these systems 
and their components, a display of everything we’ve come up with.  This model may be made up 
of several “lenses” which view the system from different perspectives.  Once we are satisfied with 
it, we proceed to turn the model in to a real-world system. 
 
The design inquiry is non-linear and recursive: we are continually ensuring responsiveness to 
earlier conclusions but also re-thinking those conclusions in light of what we’ve experienced 
since.  Design also depends on creativity, and it is essential that people feel safe to be creative.      
 
Every design effort will be unique, not only in terms of geographical / social context but in terms 
of the dimensions used to frame images of the ideal system. For example,  
 
Design Culture and Design Complex 
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Design Culture is the entire set of design values, beliefs and methods which together are 
distinctive from the two other cultures of inquiry in our society: science and the humanities.  
Creating a design culture requires the creation of a Systems Complex of Design or Design 
Complex.  Banathy proposes that this complex might operate at four levels: the genesis level, 
where the whole effort begins. Systems operating at this level include schools and R&D centers of 
social sciences, systems science, schools of social, health, education, and human development in 
higher education; and social and health services / education R&D centers.  Their job would be to 
adopt their own design culture and then to design and offer learning resources and programs in 
design. 
 
The second level of operation of a design complex would be the assistance of professionals 
practicing the human and social services.  The third level of operation would be where the 
aforementioned professionals offer design enculturation learning opportunities for children and 
youth in formal and informal educational settings.  As a result of learning at this level, operation is 
manifest at the fourth level: design enculturation of the society at large.   
 
As people become acquire Design Literacy  and then Design Competence at various levels they 
can design a Designing System.  This system is what designs the system we want to bring about.  
It is a real-world system.  We cannot design a target system, such as an education system or a 
health care system, without a designing system.  In other words, stakeholders must design the 
design before they design.  
 
In support of the designing system we must have a Knowledge Base System and a Design 
Resource System.  The development of both must begin at the beginning, for we will always be 
drawing from and adding to our knowledge base in support of design, and we will need people, 
materials, finances, and facilities support for design. 
 
2 What kind of readiness does a community need to be in before it will embrace 
 design? 
 
Design can only occur where the ownership of all stakeholders is acknowledged, where there is 
freedom for people to dream and to share their ideas and values, and where the creativity and 
diversity of all stakeholders is sought for integration into a new thing the content of which cannot 
be anticipated beforehand. In other words, design requires democracy   a true kind of 
democracy, in the Follettine sense rather than in the representative Republic sense.  This will be 
discussed in more depth in the section From Neighborhood to Nation.   
 
Implicit in this kind of democracy is the engagement of everyone.  This means that inequities in 
economic status, social status, educational status which might preclude diverse participation in 
design must be overcome.  For the disadvantaged, apathy in regard to the need for change may be 
less of a problem that simple need to attend to more immediate challenges of survival  basic 
needs.   
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It appears to me that some people in a given community can afford to approach design in a house 
of love - apathy overcome by the need for and enjoyment of exploration, growth, optimal 
complexity - while others will need to arrive at design in a house of pain, out of a feeling that 
design is the only way out of crisis.  Once they arrive, however, I think that all designers will 
experience a full range of motivations.  The unifying force of design, the learning about each 
others’ needs and concerns and hopes which may reveal crisis to those who saw none before and 
adventure to those who saw none before. 
 
How can design gain a foothold in an apathetic environment? 
 
First, dialogue and co-creation on simpler (non-design) levels is both a pre-requisite and an easier 
place to begin.  Any issue or project can offer an opportunity for dialogue and co-creation.  
Second, I suspect that conversation, dialogue, and design can be taught to young people more 
easily than to older people.  Education will be an important foothold.  Third, design should be 
portrayed as an enjoyable and adventurous activity.  Fourth, design can be presented as an 
alternative to continuous crisis management which wastes human and financial resources. Fifth, 
design can be presented as a democratizing force (in the sense of promoting equality and justice).  
Sixth, the results of successful design efforts should be disseminated, not to transmit the actual 
designs but to demonstrate the power of the process. 
 
3 Methods in Support of Design Inquiry 
 
Generative Dialogue + Strategic Dialogue = Design Conversation 
 
Of great importance to our Design Inquiry Program will be the Design Conversation. Through 
conversation we release the greatest amount of energy from the stakeholders and achieve the 
greatest creativity through the recursive cross-fertilization of ideas.  This conversation is 
comprised of two phases: Generative Dialogue and Strategic Dialogue.  In generative dialogue, 
the designers come to understand each other and develop a common world-view for purposes of 
design.  Their images become compatible.  In strategic dialogue, the designers engage in the 
design of their target system.  Strategic dialogue without the groundwork of generative dialogue 
can result in serious problems. 
 
Consensual Domain, Demosophy, and CogniScope 
 
Christakis’ key contribution to design inquiry is the development of a paradigm of dialogue which 
is essential to the design of complex systems.  CogniScope integrates the best of many group 
interaction principles and methods with a computer-based technology which aids in the 
manipulation of great amounts of information.     
 
The CogniScope process utilizes generic questions and specially-formulated triggering questions 
to bring out the issues and the options associated with the system in question.  These issues and 
options are organized into a problematique, a display where we map out which issues and options 
affect and are related to which issues and options, and which ones are the highest-leverage 
compared to others.  We then develop the criteria which we will use to evaluate the various 
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options (having done so at the beginning would reduced creativity).  From the system of options 
we construct solution scenarios and compare them with each other based upon a weighted scoring 
system or trade-off analysis. We may then think about the action sequence necessary to 
implement the solution. 
 
To assist in the compilation, prioritization, and display of the great amounts of information which 
this process can generate, CogniScope utilizes software and hardware which allows the designers 
to focus on their dialogue rather than on the management of information. 
 
Human beings can only focus their attentional energy on a limited number of things at one time.  
This is called the Law of Triadic Compatibility (Warfield), after two elements and the relationship 
between them.  The CogniScope methodology takes this into account and allows the design team 
to focus on manageable “chunks” of information. 
 
Future Search and Search Conference Methodology 
 
The methodologies of future search (Weisbord) and search conference (Emery) should be a part 
of our design inquiry portfolio because they are a proven means by which stakeholders, or at least 
representatives of all stakeholders, can experience transcendence and envisioning. 
 
Participants in the search conference are together from sixteen hours upwards over a period of 
three days. They typically range in number from 35 to 64, and are selected to be broadly 
representative of their community. During their time together they review the past, present, and 
desired future of the system in question, and may conclude their time together with collaborative 
action planning. The only role for the “experts” in the room are to guide the participants through 
the highly structured event; they do not provide the content or lead the vision-creation.   
 
Conflict-resolution is not a function of search conferences, and conflict is not avoided.  But the 
point is to find common ground from which the stakeholders can advance forward with a 
collective vision.  
 
It is essential to the success of a future search / search conference that there is good preparation 
and good follow-up.  
 
There are other group creativity and decision-making methods out there which we should 
consider as options in support of design inquiry.  They include open space, nominal group 
technique, Delphi, brainstorming, heartstorming, and others.  
 
4 Coevolutionary Cells 
 
Csikszentmihalyi 
 
Csikszentmihalyi notes that there is no step-by-step program for creating a Good Society, but says 
that we can suggest how we may find out what needs to be done.  One way is through political 
institutions through which we can understand what our goals are and communicate them to others 
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in a convincing manner. The concept of party-based representative democracy is insufficient: 
”Even if we forget for a moment the unlikelihood of compressing the dreams of a quarter-billion 
people into the planks of two parties, the amount of information we receive and transmit through 
an election is woefully inadequate.”  Instead, we need places where we can engage in free 
discussion  “public spheres” such as the Athenian agora, the councils of the American Indian 
tribes, and the town meetings of New England. 
 
A more important key to building a Good Society will be an approach to education which makes 
each child aware that life in the universe in interdependent and which encourages individuals to 
realize their potential and permits complexity to evolve. 
 
To promote the evolution of culture in these directions, Csikszentmihalyi proposes “Cells of the 
Future.”  Small groups of sufficient complexity in which members participate voluntarily, and in 
which each person can contribute to a common goal by doing what he or she knows best, are the 
most ideal task-performing social units.  If four people in a neighborhood got together, each 
specializing in a major task (assembling information about economy, assembling information 
about the network of political forces, maintaining the internal organization of the group, and 
integrating and interpreting the information flow), they could comprise an “evolutionary cell,” 
working against entropy and to promote complexity and evolution.  
 
How would they do this? By providing their communities with accurate and relevant information, 
by promoting systemic consciousness (how is all that information related?), and by translating 
knowledge into action through the existing and then through new political institutions. Eventually, 
dispersed cells may “coalesce into a loose confederation, an evolutionary fellowship that could 
provide a vision and a conscience for society as a whole.” (p.289)  But this requires a long-term 
view, a sense of journey as destination: “Even if nothing were to change in our own lifetime, even 
if signs of a new dark age proliferated, if chaos and apathy were on the ascendant, those who cast 
their lot with the future would not be disappointed.  Evolution is not a millenarian creed...Those 
who have faith in it have literally all the time in the world. The individual life span with all its woes 
and disillusions is only an instant in the awesome cosmic adventure.” (p.293)  
 
Community-Based Coevolution Efforts: Coevolution Southern Idaho 
 
Twenty months ago Coevolution Southern Idaho was founded upon the principle of community-
based participation in the evolution of culture.  Our efforts are, according to Csikszentmihalyi, 
closest to the spirit of the evolutionary cells which he proposed in The Evolving Self.  Our new 
neighborhood focus will bring it even closer to that vision.  Because design and coevolution are 
so closely related and interpenetrating, I feel that the coevolution modus operandi described here 
can be considered a design inquiry option. 
 
In a coevolution process, small teams of people would come together to work on projects 
addressing some aspect of their culture’s support for human fulfillment and a sustainable 
relationship with the environment. They could involve education, workplaces, state policy, group 
relations...anything really. The culture change projects would have four steps: changing or 
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expanding perceptions, changing or elaborating values, developing will, and finally shifting 
practices.   
 
Changing or expanding perceptions essentially means a process of educating the public, raising 
awareness about something, and encouraging question-finding.  Once perceptions have been 
changed or expanded, the new path must come to be viewed as preferable to the old.  This 
involves a change in values, or perhaps a reinterpretation or elaboration upon an existing value.  
But even with a widespread value, there may not be the will to act upon it.  Competing forces 
must be understood and people must be motivated and empowered to act upon it.  Finally, after 
the knowledge, the values, and the will have emerged, practices themselves, including the 
institutional manifestations of public policy, ritual, language and law, may take a new course.  The 
action plan will be based loosely around these stages. 
 
Tasks and Research 
 
Tasks are shared or divided based upon what needs to be done and who is interested and capable 
of doing them.  The first task is always research  collecting as much information as is available 
and practical on the issue we are approaching, and seeing what has been done elsewhere.  If we 
can adapt successes to our context and avoid mistakes made by others, it will help our efficiency.    
 
Working from the Center of the System 
 
Conventional activist efforts frequently attack a policy, an industry, a political party, or an 
individual.  In so doing they invoke a linear backlash of energy.  Coevolution projects must be 
designed to invoke a backlash against the root problem.  Coevolution must come from the center 
of the system.  Where is the center?  The nexus lies in every aspect of the community and in every 
person.  This leads us into the next aspect of the Coevolution modus operandi, the holistic 
approach.  
 
Holistic Approach 
 
The community and its culture are systems in which all are interrelated, and it is not wise to 
attempt to cause one aspect of the system to evolve without seeking complementary changes in 
other aspects.  This must be taken into account in the development of a Coevolution project, or 
else it will not be effective.  The process of emergence and convergence of Coevolution projects 
described earlier is a result of this systemic nature of things.   
 
Working at the Roots 
 
Coevolution projects would tend not to focus on changing a law, fighting a court battle, getting a 
particular individual elected to office, or organizing a conference as an end or even as a key 
means.  The focus of the project is to move the community through the four stages outlined 
above, and this requires looking at the roots of our culture and society and dealing with what is 
there.   
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Obtaining Resources Locally 
 
“Resources” first and foremost means people and their time, energy, and ideas.  It also means 
contacts.  And, of course, it means materials, tools, space, and money.  Whenever possible, 
Coevolution projects should obtain resources directly from the community in which they are 
active.  It is only just that those whose children and grandchildren will benefit most directly from 
successful projects should be providing assistance to them.  Local “resourcing” will also expand 
the sense of participation by those in the community and assuage fears, whether misplaced or 
justified, about external influence. 
 
 
5 From Neighborhood to World 
 
I have come to believe that the neighborhood or village should be the place from which we act 
upon the world.  The reason is that the neighborhood or village is the richest context in which we 
spend a significant amount of time in a relatively egalitarian relationship with others. It is in this 
kind of context that we can learn and grow participatory and, I believe, designing democracy.  
 
Another reason for looking to neighborhood as the place where we create participatory 
democracy and learn to design is that the block / neighborhood group can be a place to illustrate 
in microcosm any of the large issues regarding issues, values, human interaction, etc. that may be 
of concern and interest.. 
 
If we adopt a deeper, transpersonal view of democracy, then we know that the first step toward  
democracy, and to a designing democracy, is through learning dialogue and co-creation with 
those who live immediately with us and around us.  But first, in our particular society, we must 
admit that most of us don't know how to do these things and that we must learn from an 
elementary level. 
 
When we want to make a positive impact upon the world, we often turn first to people who live 
scattered across our city or country to work with us. Why is this?  Partly because transportation 
and communication technologies allow us to.  Partly because we do not see the need to associate 
with those in our neighborhood in order to achieve what we seek.  We seek specialists in my area 
of concern.  Like-minded people in a complex and pluralistic community.  But the same thing 
which has “expanded” our world has blinded us to another: the world right around us, in physical 
proximity.  Yes, the larger-scale nature of our challenges requires a concomitant capability to 
work on that level, but if we skip those immediately around us, we lose the contextuality which 
affords us a greater education in dialogue and co-creation.  If we can keep the latter and then 
collaborate on the larger level with others similarly empowered  collaboration made possible by 
transportation and communication  we will be far more powerful.  That is, we will be able to 
grow far more power. 
 
There is a growing sense that participatory democracy will have to grow from the neighborhood. 
Kernels of Democracy (1994) is a booklet which “distills our current state of knowledge about 
effective citizen participation into 22 central lessons.” It summarizes the results of the National 
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Citizen Participation Development Project, a study of participation in five core cities, ten 
comparison cities, and seventy participation projects. It included thousands of interviews of 
residents and leaders and a review of media coverage over a two-year period. Their question: Is 
participatory democracy a realistic direction for our future?  Their answer: Yes. 
 
Is locality enough? Not until people learn how to live together. “In the small group setting, people 
are able to discuss, decide, and act on the issues that stem from their greatest concerns. And this 
face-to-face democracy is the reality of the daily experience of neighborhood associations. Yet it 
must be recognized that this interaction does not automatically lead to cooperative, public-spirited 
behavior. A majority faction may use its numerical strength to override the concerns of others. In 
addition, face-to-face forums allow for peer pressure and decisions that mask real disagreements.” 
(Kernels)  So we have a great deal to learn in our neighborhoods before we can move forward. 
 
The challenge: if neighborhoods (in larger cities) and whole smaller towns are the context in 
which most people learn Design Inquiry Program options, can this be grown upwards through 
entire cities, states, nations, and eventually the world?  If we pair democracy with design, then I 
think it can. Thus my introduction here of the Neighborhood to World “image.” 

 
FROM NEIGHBORHOOD TO WORLD 

 
    People acknowledge that all issues, no matter how large, begin in  
    the community and return to the community.  The neighborhood  
    has transcended typical “neighborhood” scope issues and is   
    comfortable engaging issues of any scope.  A full design culture has 
    emerged.  The neighborhood can engage in governance  collective 
    decision-making, designing, planning, and acting  with other  
    neighborhoods / towns.  
     
    People create things together. They make something new out of an  
    integration of their collective visions and wills.  Not restricted to  
    physical things, they create relationships and practices.  They can  
    design.  
 
    People consciously share things, such as concerns, materials, space, 
    time, labor.  The neighborhood can engage in sharing with other  
    neighborhoods.  Communication is based on trust. 
 
 
    People know who lives in various homes, know each other by  
    name, know something about neighbors (e.g., occupation, family  
    situation, habits), speak with them from time to time. 
 
 

Design and 
Governance 

Creation 

Sharing 

Familiarity 
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The first two levels will foster or even represent the generative dialogue aspect of design 
conversation. The creation of a shared worldview for purposes of design brings the third level into 
play as well.   
 
In order to begin to grow the participatory-designing democracy from the neighborhood level, 
there are several key things which the neighbor must achieve or do. Here I draw largely from 
Follett. 
 
 The Neighbor must learn to value and to seek the differences of others so that all can become 

richer human beings.  Our differences are our strength, but only when combined. 
 
 The Neighbor must recognize that his or her own identity in the community, and that of 

others, is a multiple identity: we wear many hats.  (At the block level, with a full context of 
dialogue, it is easier to see this and avoid stereotyping based on one facet of a person.) 

 
 The Neighbor must learn that his or her interests are interwoven with those of others.  They 

route to freedom is through others, not away from others. 
 
 The Neighbor who knows and creates must help others to know and to create, or else he or 

she will not be able to advance.  This is true from the level of individuals to the level of 
nations.  

 
This last point is very important.  Unless other neighborhoods (or communities or villages or 
subdivisions, then cities and counties and states and regions and nations) achieve a level of 
democratic / designing capability equal to or greater than yours, yours will face an evolutionary 
constraint, and so you yourself will face an evolutionary constraint. Therefore it is necessary for 
your community to teach and help other communities.  Any empowered community should 
have such an out-reach function. 
 
The desire for community is strong.  People want it desperately.  Yet apathy is also strong. Few 
people will be motivated to transcend, to identify and unify interests, and to learn dialogue, based 
on abstractions.  They need visceral, concrete focal points that hit close to home.  Individual 
initiative is absolutely essential to creating those focal points.  The loop must begin at some point.  
To create the focal points, communication channels must be opened (through local media and 
face-to-face meetings).  Powerful collaborative associations (design of block associations and 
neighborhood councils and neighborhood alliances) must be formed.  Some minimum proportion 
of the community must act, and they must have their own out-reach function. 
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What are the Foundations of The New Democracy? 
 

THE TRIAD OF TRUE DEMOCRACY  
 

 Power of the People 
DEMOKRATOS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 DEMOSOPHIA                                            SIZITISIS 
    Wisdom of the People          SearchingTogether  
         Through Conversation 
 
 
The Power of the People, as it is grown and released, provides experience 
which informs the Wisdom of the People.  
 
The Wisdom of the People encourages continuous Searching Together Through 
Conversation. 
 
Searching Together Through Conversation strengthens community and reveals 
new insights and knowledge which increase the Power of the People. 
 
The Power of the People provides an equal and safe opportunity for Searching 
Together Through Conversation. 
 
Searching Together Through Conversation allows the emergence of the 
Wisdom of the People. 
 
The Wisdom of the People allows for both wise use and growth of the Power of 
the People. 
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How Can We Grow Democracy From Neighborhood to Nation and Beyond? 
 
When a person learns how to identify their interest with others, to unify differences, and to engage 
in dialogue and co-creation with others, then they are prepared for democracy on any level. If 
they have not, then they are not prepared for democracy on any level.  Now, how far can this 
principle be carried?  There should be no limit to how far participatory-designing democracy can 
be grown.  However, our current culture does present obstacles to this advancement.  The Citizen 
Participation Demonstration Project revealed the following:    
 
Issues seen by neighborhood participants as the responsibility of the larger community, however, including 
most “social” issues such as health care, the plight of the homeless, or tax rates, are often neglected by the 
system. Similarly, issues controlled by institutions external to the neighborhood participation system, such 
as schools, regional transit authorities, and downtown development operations are often outside the 
neighborhood group impact.  In our view, one of the highest priorities today for strong neighborhood-
based systems like those in the five cities of our study is to deal with this issue dichotomy. In particular, 
an urgent need exists for these cities to develop effective forums at a citywide scale in which the face-to-
face interaction that is so effective at a neighborhood level can work to produce solutions to citywide 
questions and beyond (italics added). Attempts to do so have been tried in many of these cities at one time 
or another, but few have produced lasting results. At present, many of the volunteer leaders from the 
neighborhoods seldom if ever get together with other neighborhood leaders from throughout the city or 
work with them in the context of the most pressing citywide concerns. A successful development of such 
citywide links could stimulate similar links at a statewide and even national level. With them come the 
potential for strong democracy growing from the neighborhood to the nation. 
 
The graphic shown earlier illustrates how we may grow the group relations necessary for 
democracy to emerge.  However, going beyond the local level will require additional learning and 
empowerment.  I believe that this will require systemic consciousness, systemic identifying, and a 
conscious decision to play a role in a larger context because it affects our interwoven lives. 
 
Systemic Consciousness: We learn about the interrelationship of all things, how even distant 
events and conditions affect us, and how we affect distant events and conditions. 
Systemic Identifying:  We come to identify with issues that once seemed distant but which bind us 
to a larger world. 
A Decision to Affect:  We decide that we are going to affect those issues with which we identify, 
knowing that we can do it from where we are and knowing that we are not alone. 
 
Must This Start in a Particular Place or Places? 
 
I suspect that this growth could start anywhere, because it can never hit a ceiling until the entire 
planet is reached. Because the world is so interdependent, and this penetrates deeply to the 
smallest communities, and because the potential for individual and collective evolution is limitless, 
an upward and outward progression is inevitable if the spirit of the effort is true. 
 
How Can We Move from Participatory Democracy to Designing Democracy? 
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With participatory democracy we have a strong groundwork for design.  But as we have learned, 
design requires additional learning and empowerment: evolutionary consciousness, evolutionary 
competence / conscious evolution, design literacy, design competence, and design culture.    
 
Evolutionary Consciousness:  We understand evolution as an unfolding and complexification 
which characterizes all self-organizing systems, and we understand our place in the epic of 
evolution. 
Evolutionary Competence / Conscious Evolution:  We learn that we are participants in the 
evolution of our selves, our families, our communities, and our society. 
Design Literacy:  We learn what design means and how it can empower us to transcend, envision, 
and transform our social systems for the better in this rapidly changing world.  
Design Competence:  We know how to design and we have gained experience in it, perhaps even 
contributing to the evolution of design inquiry.  
Design Culture:  Design has become a social system within our community or society and we 
recognize both its distinctiveness from science and humanities and how it is interpenetrated with 
them.     
 
I would like to illustrate the importance of creating a systemic, total community context for 
dialogue related to specific issues.  In a discussion (dialogue?) about abortion which I engaged in 
recently, I used two of the core ideas expressed in Part I to articulate a position on abortion. First, 
that unless we can express and exercise rights, we don’t have them. This I extended to include 
“freedom.” Second, that one’s freedom is unlimited until it constrains others’ freedom.  I 
interpreted these to mean that a fetus has no rights, and that the mother can act to terminate the 
life of that fetus because no one else’s freedom is infringed upon.  (I am not stating that this is my 
position on abortion, but am merely using these core ideas / values to illustrate a point.) 
 
Okay, point made about abortion. Now, suppose I now make the following statement:   

 
A newborn baby has no rights.  Even a three year old has no discernible rights. 

 
This statement may create discomfort. It may conjure images of a mother leaving her infant in a 
hot car, or a father striking a small child.  Now to the point: in our current societal state, the idea 
that a baby or small child has no rights is frightening because we know what parents can do to 
their children in a dysfunctional and violent society. In the ideal societal state, the idea that a baby 
has no rights would not frightening at all, because it would be inconceivable for a parent to be so 
cruel  and so isolated from a supportive family and community environment  as to abuse a 
child. The lesson? That dialogue on particular issues must take place within the context of 
dialogue on all issues, and it may take years or generations of development before a given 
community is able to make decisions on a given issue. 
 
How Might a Participatory Democracy Work in This Large and Complex Society? 
 
This is a question which can only be answered by entire communities engaged in the creation of a 
participatory-designing democracy.  However, I will share with you some ideas about what might 
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help.  These are only some ideas and all are subject to change based on the enlightenment of 
experience, insight, and conversation.   
 
First, democracy would be based on dialogue and co-creation and design which we learn in the 
places we live: our neighborhoods, villages, schools, and local institutions.  We then apply the 
principle of subsidiarity and recognize that people in local communities must be key decision-
makers.  However, since we have developed systemic consciousness and systemic identifying, we 
are comfortable with Requiring and Requesting higher-level syntheses of policy when issues go 
beyond just our own community’s sphere.  
 
There is no issue too great in scale to be deliberated at the most local level, provided that there is 
systemic identifying with it. That is, those people must feel a connection to it, and it could be a 
higher-level function of government to help make this so, to help contextualize it. 
 
Existing Policy:  Whatever powers not reserved for the Federal government are reserved for the 
states and for the people. 
New Policy:  Whatever powers not sufficiently grown by the people and by the states to achieve a 
sufficient good must be grown by the Federal government. 
 
Generally speaking, we can say that will should grown laterally and travel upwards (synthesized 
from neighborhood on upwards to the highest necessary level), information and knowledge 
should travel downwards (i.e., the higher level group helps to provide data, provide systemic 
information, and to contextualize), and organizing communication should travel up, down, and 
laterally.  The overall result we seek is a vertical and horizontal exchange of information and 
statements of values, ideas, and intentions resulting in the best synthesis at the highest level 
necessary.   
 
Next, we might replace “Yes” and “No” votes with “Statements of Values and Beliefs.”  In a 
representative democracy, the “unit of transmission of will” is an individual who is our proxy at 
higher-level deliberation. The “unit of transmission of will” employed to select them, and the unit 
which they employ to make final decisions (in legislatures) is the “yes” and “no” vote.  However, 
in a democratic culture which works on synthesis and dialogue rather than on particularistic 
majority rule, the Yes and No approach is unsatisfactory.  Here I compare two approaches: 
 
Yes and No 
 
Yes and No cannot be synthesized, only tallied. 
Yes and No means that the majority rules. 
Yes and No can only be changed to No and Yes, respectively. 
Yes and No say nothing about commitment and ownership. 
Yes and No leave the creation to others; we only approve or disapprove. 
Yes and No are responses to choices. 
 
Statements of Values and Ideas 
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Statements of values and ideas must be synthesized. 
Statements of values and ideas require consensus. 
Statements of values and ideas can be changed infinitely. 
Statements of values and ideas are owned by those who make them. 
Statements of values and ideas must be created by us. 
Statements are already chosen. Their synthesis requires creation. 
 
A major question is, if Statements of Values and Ideas become the “unit of transmission of will,” 
and if we are seeking higher and higher levels of diverse Statements in order to develop an 
agreeable and rich policy, how do we do this synthesizing?  Related questions include:  
 
 Isn’t there a limit to how many people can engage in face-to-face dialogue?   
 If we synthesize groups of syntheses, don’t we lose content and diversity? 
 How can the synthesis of great numbers of Statements be made humanly manageable? 
 How much feedback and opportunity to re-state statements will groups and individuals need? 
 
Certainly we would need to find ways of formulating triggering questions, providing for a format 
of Statement which is appropriate for a given issue and level of complexity and can be compared 
relatively easily with another, and determining the procedure for synthesis that retains the greatest 
richness. 
 
We should foster lateral deliberation as well. Otherwise, there can be no expansion of perception. 
Currently, everything is vertical/pyramid or “star-shaped.”  Neighborhoods don't deliberate with 
neighborhoods, cities don't deliberate with cities, states don't deliberate with states.    
 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
I would like to end this paper with three statements representing my main points.  
 
1 - Design can and should be considered a social system and has a special role to play as a “meta 
social system.” 
 
2 - The culture of group life that is Democracy, the disciplined inquiry that is Design, and the 
natural process and mythos called Coevolution go hand-in-hand.  
 
3 - The best place, perhaps the only place, where a societal design culture can originate is in the 
neighborhood or village, the richest and most intimate context in which we live. Neighborhoods 
and villages can be the setting for conversation, the importers of ideas, and, together, the 
exporters of worlds. 
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